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About This Game
The year is 3055. For decades, mining the solar system’s main asteroid belt from the orbit of mars has produced enormous rare
mineral reserves and brought closer the dream of interstellar travel. Now however, something has altered the planetoids’ orbit
and as mining units are lost, foul play is suspected...
Take on the role of an interceptor shuttle and blast asteroids, UFOs and rogue agents in frantic retro action.

Features
Survive as long you can to set the high score and unlock new ships
Easy to pick-up, but increasingly challenging gameplay
Classic, arcade action

Hints
In Space, deceleration is slow; re-orientating the ship and accelerating in a new direction is far more effective.
Larger asteroids will sometimes drop bonuses
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Bonuses remain for varying amounts of time, be strategic in their collection

Notes
Two gamepad controllers are required for local co-op
On first run of the game, be sure to pick your appropriate screen resolution from the options menu; this may only take
visual effect when the level loads
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Title: Roidrekt
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Deathbed Ltd
Publisher:
Deathbed Ltd
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019
a09c17d780

English
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Not much to say about this game; it's a silly, jolly puzzle solving game with unique aesthetic and some fun ideas, developed by a
small studio who clearly worked hard on it.
You play as a group of up to three goblins, each with their own unique abilities, and use them to solve puzzles. Most are pretty
straightforward, though a number have multiple solutions, making it fun to explore and experiment, with a bunch of
achievements that encourage finding some of those extra options.
While it has a few outstanding bugs and some performance dips here and there, if you're looking for a casual, fun, easy-going,
kinda weird puzzle game, give it a shot!
And if you get stuck, I've completed a guide to all achievements (look for the level completion achievements for brief
walkthroughs to each level).
Lastly, thanks to Kyle Bosman of the Easy Allies for introducing me to do this game in his stream. Do yourself a favour and go
check him and the other allies out on YouTube!. This game while in early access shows a fair amount of promise.
Pros:
Developers can be found in game and seem to be open with community.
Selection of games with more on the way.
Friendly community.
Leaderboards. (If you like that sort of thing)
Will become free to play after launch so if not interesting in paying at the moment can still play later on.
Feels like a casino.
Cons:
Needs more players.
Feels like a casino.
Overall it seems like the game will do well, has the casino feel down (bit lifeless however might be good to see some staff. Be
prepared to praise it for being a casino then curse it for being a casino (remember casinos are design so the house always wins in
the long run). Avatar design is basic but prefer it over the other option of their not being one. I mainly got this game due to
searching for casino based game on steam to feel a gap from test drive unlimited 2's casino (which I played on console) and I am
not disappointed. Sure it still needs tweaking and more options but overall seems like it will do well if it can get the player base..
Good story. If you have seen the series then it's an interesting episode to watch in order to see Nox's backstory. If you've not
seen it, then there's no good reason to watch this.
Unfortunately, the quality isn't as good as the series that it spawned from nor even as good as the next special along (Ogrest).
The animation, sound (perhaps just English) and art felt more rushed that alternative. I can forgive the art style for being
different but the animation and sound are just poor. Voice acting is fine though, just a shame the lips aren't usually sync'd up
properly.
Essentially, if you want to see Nox's backstory then it's worth a go but don't expect anything of high quality.. Decent play for a
very short game. Definitely has some draw backs. Enemies just respawn, and do so right out of thin air and drop down to the
floor. Floods of enemies, a shotgun in each hand and a katana in each hand. That's it, no upgrades, new weapons or anything. I
beat the game in about 2 hours.. Very taxy stabby swordy thingy majik. This game has some interesting mechanics that lead to a
very fun casual gameplay exepierience. The "earth" has a sort of mass that leads to slower turns and huge amounts of
momentum just like I imagine the earth really is. It's not a perfect game and the levels are simple in design but get harder as you
play.. A really charming game with an interesting defense system. The game is really fast paced and challenging. Don't expect
this game to be relaxed.. This game is terrible Not what I expected
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what this game gets right it gets really right but i feel like its too focused on the coop aspect rather than a single player
experience. the game is way more simple than nuclear throne and its artificial difficulty shows after a while, ESPECIALLY if
you are playing solo, which is usually what I like. the game is way too punishing, even in comparison to nuclear throne. most of
the characters hardly have any health, which wouldn't be an issue if it wasn't for the fact that the characters aren't that strong,
and even if you upgrade to another I feel as if the enemies scale a bit too much in comparison to the player. what make games
like EtG and NT great are that although the games HAVE multiplayer options, the developers made sure they made a good
game first, that is just as great solo as it is with friends.
The fortunate thing is that a lot of the issues I have with the game can be fixed. The sprites in game are beautiful and have
honestly nicer animations than NT. The guns are cool, and the custom character option is a nice bonus. I really hope the devs
make the game more fun solo, but at the state its in, and the price tag, i won't recommend it in its current state if you plan on
playing a majority of it solo, which is usually the case for roguelikes.
6\/10 but it has 8\/10 potential.. Nicely done puzzler, with the bombs adding variety to the traditional block pushing.
Some levels have timed elements, but they don't require overly precise timing.
I just wish there was an undo (or quicksaves or checkpoints) feature for some of the longer levels.
Edit: on one of the late levels (I can't see any way to confirm the current level number) there is a 5x5 sliding tile puzzle, which
has killed my interest in playing further. The 3x3 on an earlier level was a bit tedious, but not too bad.
It's hard to see how the tiles are meant to be arranged as the lighting makes it kind of murky.
And I can't face the thought of potentially having to do it repeatedly when I mess up the bit after it, which has a random bomb
launcher.
I'm leaving my review as positive, as I did enjoy the game up to this point.. Game has a good presentation--good graphics,
sound, and decent UI.
The game's mechanics are not what I'm used to and as a result seems counter-intuitive.
I was hoping for something along the lines of Final Fantasy Tactics or Battle for Wesnoth; but it's not quite either of those
games.
Has potential, but for me, it was disappointing.. For Fun: 4\/10
For Completing: 7\/10
Summary: If you just want to get some easy achievements, this is the game to do it in. If your looking for a game with good plot,
solid graphics and long enough to savor the game, then look else where.
I played the game 100% and I had high hopes for it when I got it, when I played through it I discovered it wasn't that great. I
loved the concept and how cool some of the sound and visuals were, but that didn't hold up to bad plot and PS2 graphics. Most
of the game is a breeze with only a few points of difficulty and the rest is bad controls. The sad part is that this game had so
much potential to become something way better if the creator kept adding to the game and perfecting it.
If you have the 90% off coupon or want an easy game to complete, grab this game. I even made an achievement and crystal
guide for the game to make it easier for anyone who wants to complete it. If you don't want to complete it or have the coupon,
then its not worth your time.. Good game but the A.I needs an update. Two A.I always build cotton mills on the first turn (the
third always develops ports), then on the second builds a canal and sells to the distant market, crashing the price of cotton and
always making cotton a totally unplayable strategy. This leads to a loss of strategic diversity.. I thought this would be my kind of
game but totally WRONG!
This was just frustrating. I gave it a go, but in the end I achived nothing.
I had 2 or 3 missions my team didn't even get passed the first room!
The first thing I noticed is my team always hated each other, which gives you big penalties. I even tried taking perks so that my
guys makes friends easy. but after a few minutes and they hated each other anyway. You'd think a team of professional could
put aside their dislikes to survive, but I guess your team is just a group of yahoos with no sense of survival. Because the penalties
are heavy.
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I played arounf 2 dozen missions and failed horribly each and every sigle one of them. Maybe it's just me who sucks at this
game and don't understand the basic of it. But no matter what I tried, I only achieved total and utter defeat. Even with a full
team of combat oriented crew I had trouble engaging even a single alien (some of them are easy to engage, but I encountered
them sparsely). You need to gather a lot of intel before you start to get a faint idea of how to engage the enemy. By then most of
the time most of your team is already dead or dying. Even when it says you can simply engage them your team does poorly,
most of the time. One of the rare times I got lucky enough to get aliens life forms my team could actually manage, the room
with the log, I needed to retried, was protected with a turret. Which your team has NO WAY to defeat (afaik), unless you hack
it (but even that is temporary). But guess what, my only teamate that could hack it managed to die, before I spotted it, so
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me. This was the only game I even came close to comple the first mission.
After half a dozen failed attempts, I realised I really needed more info about the game so I read the game manual. That didn't
help one bit. For example, I read about scanning rooms. So I got a guy with high detecting skill and equiped him with a scanner.
But for the life of me, I could not figure out how to scan a room. So it was useless.
Which bring me to another frustrating part of the game... the hacking. Your hacker(s) can only hack what your team visually
had contact with. That makes no sense to me. So if there's a turret to hack you need see it and yes the person who's going to
need to spot it will more than likely get shot at by it and very likely will die from the encounter (but not always). the one time I
managed to hack a turret without anyone dying in the process. I left my hacker on the console in case the nasty thing that reset
the ship parameters passed by (because there was no firewall I could set up to avoid that) so the rest of my team could get
back.... but my hacker got ambushed by 5 aliens (you know that ones that my whole team have a hard time to handle a single
one). So my hacker died horribly and as I predicted it, the turret got reset and the rest of my team was stuck in a room. So much
fun!
An other annoying thing is your team is set randomly, and you can't move you guys around. So you can't organize them. For
example, you can get your combat crew on the top of the list and your hacker or whatnot arranged a certain way. Since you die
all the time you always need to figure out who what and where all the time and it gets annoying. Just that would've made that
game super frustrating to simply annoying to me. Also, you need to take the time to equipe them every single time, you can't
give them a default equipment build.
All that being said, if you somehow like frustration, swearing and the like... this is the game for you. Otherwise stay away from
it.
I still thing the game has potential and is an intresting concept, but I did not enjoy playing it.
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